U N C O R R E C T E D P R O O F 1
Introduction

33
The concept of the human connectome as a comprehensive descrip- connectivity, and functional activity in superior temporal regions, we that there were no significant between-group differences in any of 148 these variables (all p's>.3).
149
Behavioral procedures
150
A survey was administered to all subjects to assess their linguistic and 151 musical background. To control for possible between-group differences in 152 IQ, we conducted Shipley's verbal and abstract tests (Shipley, 1940) , 153 which have been shown to be a predictor of IQ (Paulson and Lin, 1970) . 
165
As a follow-up analysis, subjects were categorized as AP1 if they 166 scored a mean deviation of less than 0.5 semitones, AP2 if their mean 167 deviation score was between 0.5 and 1.5 semitones, and non-AP if 168 their mean deviation score was above above 1.5 semitones.
169
Stimuli
170
Musical clips that were presented in the fMRI were chosen from a 171 larger battery of musical stimuli that had been previously rated for emo- and rest conditions. Order of music and rest trials was counterbalanced.
191
In the "Music" condition, subjects listened to 12-s musical sound clips,
192
followed by a 500 ms burst of white noise. Subjects' task was to make 193 judgments on the level of emotional arousal in each sound clip after 194 the short noise burst via a button-press. In a control condition
195
("Rest"), subjects heard silence followed by the 500 ms noise burst, 
Graph theory analysis of functional connectivity 
273
In follow-up analyses to determine whether differences in network 274 statistics were driven by the music-listening trials or the rest trials, 275 graph theory analysis was conducted separately for data collected from 
Results
292
Behavioral ratings
293
All subjects were consistently able to make arousal ratings for mu- (Fig. 6) , the threshold-independent increase 366 in network statistics in the AP brain (Fig. 5) , and the z-tests comparing clustering, and local efficiency, followed by AP2 subjects and then by 389 non-AP subjects (Fig. 7) . These differences in network statistics were 390 highly significant in all cases (one-way ANOVAs comparing three groups: music listening in AP subjects. However, the high correlation between Fig. 6 . Functional networks from correlation matrices in AP and non-AP data overlaid on a T1 template brain. Each node is a single region of interest. Color of each node corresponds to clustering coefficients. Size of each node corresponds to degrees. Note that nodes are generally larger in the AP than in the non-AP brain, suggesting that degrees of connectivity are higher in the AP group. Furthermore, the nodes in superior temporal regions (indicated by black arrows) are brighter red in the AP group, representing increased clustering in the superior temporal lobe in the AP brain. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web of this article.) Fig. 7 . Small-world network statistics of the whole brain comparing AP1, AP2, and non-AP groups as defined post-hoc using the pitch labeling test.
behavioral ratings for AP and non-AP groups suggests that rather than 
575
The present results extend anatomical studies by demonstrating that 576 functional networks, which are enhanced in a musical task in AP subjects, 577 are also observable from correlating sparse-sampled time-series data.
578
Previous studies have found that the human brain is organized intrinsical- temporale. Neuroimage 14 (6), 1402-1408.
